They call themselves the Fab Five. They are: An interior designer, a fashion stylist, a chef, a beauty guru and someone we like to call the "concierge of cool"-who is responsible for all things hip, including music and pop culture. All five are talented, they're gay and they're determined to clue in the cluttered, clumsy straight men of the world. With help from family and friends, the Fab Five treat each new guy as a head-to-toe project. Soon, the straight man is educated on everything from hair products to Prada and Feng Shui to foreign films. At the end of every fashion-packed, fun-filled lifestyle makeover, a freshly scrubbed, newly enlightened guy emerges <bravotv.com/Queer_Eye_for_the_Straight_Guy/About_Us/> ONE MUST PONDER HARD that in an avowedly pragmatic and instrumentalist nation where the vast majority attests to the existence of a devil and individuated angels, 45 percent of people think aliens have visited Earth, 64 percent of adult Internet users (i.e., 82 million Yanquis) go online in search of spiritual information, three times more people believe in ghosts than was the case a quarter of a century ago, and 84 percent credit the posthumous survival of the soul, up 24 percent since 1972. 4 Yet a major part of the bill of goods offered to U.S. residents is secular transcendence, the sense that one can become something or someone other than the hand dealt by the bonds of birth: one alternately loving and severe world of superstition (a.k.a. religion) is matched by a second alternately loving and severe world of superstition (a.k.a. consumption).
This chapter argues that U.S. secular commodity transcendence is undergoing renewal through a major change in the political economy of masculinity, allied to the deregulation of television. Together they have created the conditions for a new address of men as commodity goods, sexual objects, sexual subjects, workers, and viewers, thanks to neoliberal policies that facilitate media businesses targeting specific cultures. Viewers are urged to govern themselves through orderly preparation, style, and pleasure-the transformation of potential drudgery into a special event, and the incorporation of difference into a treat rather than a threat.
Metrosexuality
In the 1990s, traditional divisions of First-World consumers-by age, race, gender, and class-were supplemented by cultural categories, with market researchers proclaiming the 1990s a decade of the "new man." Lifestyle and psychographic research sliced and diced consumers into "moralists," "trendies," "the indifferent," "working-class puritans," "sociable spenders," and "pleasure seekers." Men were subdivided between "pontificators," "selfadmirers," "self-exploiters," "token triers," "chameleons," "avant-gardicians," "sleepwalkers," and "passive endurers."
5 Something was changing in the landscape of Yanqui masculinity. The variegated male body was up for grabs as both sexual icon and commodity consumer, in ways that borrowed from but also exceeded the longstanding commodification of the male form. The most obvious sign of this was the emergence of the "metrosexual," a term coined in the mid-1990s by queer critic Mark Simpson after encountering "the real future [. . . and finding that] it had moisturised." 6 Historically, male desire for women has been overlegitimized, while female and male desire for men has been underlegitimized. The metrosexual represents a major shift in relations of power, with men subjected to new forms of governance and commodification. Simpson calls his discourse of metrosexuality "snarky sociology, which is no good to anyone." But it has since been taken up and deployed-as a prescription as much as a descriptionbecause it promises "highly profitable demography," guaranteed to stimulate any "advertiser's wet dream." 7 The metrosexual has been joyfully embraced by
